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“Preconception Nutrition Breaks the Cycle of Deprivation!”  
Simon House 

 
In the 1950s Simon’s marketing role in pharmaceuticals, food and agrichemicals raised his 
concerns for health of people and planet. As a parish priest and counsellor, he gained insights 
from primal integrated therapy, dealing with earliest memory. He followed several pioneer 
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scientists revealing lifelong effects of periconceptional nutrition & emotions, also highlighting 
concern with environment. Simon reviewed their work, presenting it in many countries, in 
articles, and a book with Roy Ridgway, The Unborn Child, later elucidating mechanisms in 
epigenetics in adaptive evolution and development. Devastating trends in mental and 
physical health, due to the modern food-chain and metabolic syndrome, are reversible by 
attending to preconceptional conditions for healthy gene expression and cell structural 
development. Estimates of the UK’s 2010 brain and other developmentally related disorders 
at over £200billion, violence & crime over £120billion, indicates savings potential. 
Correlations stage by stage, of parental conditions before conception, low birthweight, 
childhood behaviour problems, exclusion from school, unemployability, prisoners’ life-stories 
highlight a pattern. Investment in preconception care and parent-child support rewards 
many times over. Simon’s board memberships have included seven pre-conceptional and 
prenatal associations. 50 years ago, Professor Crawford warned that escalating 
cardiovascular disorders meant brain problems to come. He still leads preconception 
nutrition for brain development and the securing of marine resources for brain-foods. On 
both, action has long been urgent. Drawing together the threads for optimal childbearing is 
still Simon’s current work. Healthy, peaceful and creative generations mean preconception 
care and education for conception, and in every context environmental care. 
 
Read more about Simon’s work here 
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